
Continuous Performance Testing Platform

Picture this. You’re at your desk, you contact a customer, a partner, a prospect. You make the appointment. 
You book the trip. Procure your new machine. Submit your expense reports. These are a few of the everyday 
tasks that make up your day, run your company and ensure your collective success. 

While you’re busy running your business on SAP, IT teams make it work. Because not working isn’t an option. 

Their latest challenge? Migrate all SAP applications to S/4HANA without interrupting operations and business 
flow. Critical to ensuring migration success is to not degrade performance. That requires a performance 
testing plan and a performance testing platform that can execute for you. 

Ensure Performance with NeoLoad 
NeoLoad has you covered. Test the full range of traditional on-premise SAP applications and the latest cloud 
deployments for any SAP application. NeoLoad natively supports all SAP applications and deployments, 
offering an automated approach to performance test some of your most critical business processes. 

With NeoLoad, you can performance benchmark existing on-premise SAP deployments to measure against 
S/4HANA-deployments and ensure no performance degradation prior to production. 
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Continuous Performance Testing Platform

US: Tel:  +1 781 899 7200
EMEA: Tel: +33 442 180 830

Email: sales@neotys.com
Learn More: www.neotys.com

Download NeoLoad
www.neotys.com/download

Quick Ramp Up 
Become proficient in NeoLoad in seven days 
compared to twice that with other performance 
testing tools.   
Grow your SAP performance testing capacity 
easily and with limited cost.

More Realistic Tests
NeoLoad can simulate even the most complex 
transactions and scale load tests up to thousands 
of SAP virtual users. 
Create more accurate tests, get more 
confidence when deploying in production. 

Accelerate Performance Diagnosis
NeoLoad provides efficient tools to see if the SAP 
application is ready for production or not.
React faster when you detect an SAP 
performance bottleneck and accelerate the 
deployment phase.

Rapid Test Design
Design SAP tests up to 60% faster than with 
traditional testing tools
Reduce the cost of testing SAP with better 
productivity. Spend more time analyzing the 
tests than creating them.

Automatic Test Updates
NeoLoad’s automatic script update save 90% of 
the maintenance time because it only updates the 
changed portion of the script versus the entire 
script.
Remove the pain of re-doing test scripts and 
reduce the cost of SAP performance testing 
when you implement a new SAP version or 
change the configuration.

Reuse SAP Functional Tests for 
Performance Tests 
NeoLoad integrates natively with the leading SAP 
functional testing tools like WorkSoft Certify or 
Tricentis Tosca so you can for example re-use 
functional testing assets as performance tests.
Reuse assets to accelerate test design.

We are a 2019 Gartner Peer Insights 
Customers’ Choice for Software Test Automation  

“NeoLoad is a new leader in performance testing 
– a serious contender”

Accelerate SAP performance tests, cut the total cost of testing. 
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